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Silver Peak Wanstart Program

Silver Peak developed the WANstart program to facilitate
the deployment of data acceleration in complex enterprise
environments. By combining best practice tools and advice
with 24-hour access to Silver Peak product experts,
WANstart makes it fast and easy to roll out Silver Peak
appliances and Global Management System (GMS).

What You Get:
Silver Peak’s trained staff is ready to guide you through the
various challenges associated with network design, configuration, turn-up, and troubleshooting. You will receive dedicated
attention from an in-house team of experts, with access to a
wide array of knowledge resources.

leading best practice solutions. All WANstart Consultants have
extensive networking backgrounds that include various industry
accreditations, and are well versed at configuring and supporting
Silver Peak products.

After WANstart:
The ultimate goal of WANstart, combined with SPX Certification, is to make you self-sufficient in the deployment of data
acceleration. The combination of these two programs will
arm you with the knowledge and tools to:
• Manage additional rollouts of Silver Peak Appliances
• Deploy Silver Peak Appliances in remote and unstaffed sites
• Determine the ROI of your investment

WANstart includes access to Silver Peak
deployment tools such as:

• Monitor your existing deployments for further optimization
opportunities and capacity planning.

• Deployment Planning Guide
• Project Planning Guide

“WANstart proved extremely valuable to our
deployment efforts, helping us to maximize
the performance of our WAN with minimal
configuration headaches. It easily saved us
several weeks of time and effort.”

• Best Practices Documentation
• Computer-Based Training
• Product Documentation
WANstart Consultants will:
• Work with you to choose the optimal architecture for
your deployment

— IT Director, Software Manufacturer

• Review your existing architecture

Contacts:

• Share best practices
• Help redesign your network to maximize gains from deploying
Silver Peak appliances
• Configure a handful of your appliances to “show you the ropes”

For more information on WANstart, please contact
Silver Peak’s support organization:
Support Telephone
+1-877-210-7325

• Develop configuration templates to automate additional
deployments.

+1-408-935-1850
wanstart@silver-peak.com

WANstart Consultants:
WANstart Consultants are members of Silver Peak’s worldclass field-service organization who leverage real-world exposure to customer networks as a foundation for developing and
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